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HISTORY/POLITICAL SCIENCE
Premium Edit
The wars, conflicts, and atrocities witnessed by the newly independent state of
Kosovo can be attributed to the nation’s Kosovo mythology. Besides,s Kosovo may
be considered as one of the non-direct causes for bloodshedding caused by the
wars, conflicts and atrocities made in this newly-independent stateis; Kosovo
might also be regarded as regarded as the place where the violentce-strived
dissolution of Yugoslavia began. Now we can see aA distinctive Albanian character
is now apparent and can be considered influential incredit it for giving shapinge to
Kosovo’s the state hood of Kosovo’s. The official politics of the nation’s history
and identity kill undermine the importance of other ethnic groups and focus
exclusively on Albanian mythology, which is represented by a hotchpotch mixture
of new contemporary and historical personalities, events, & and places. Externally,
Kosovo is appears to be integrative and European-leaning from outside, but
intrinsically, it is more and more Albanian from inside., therefore This has causing
raised many doubts and uncertainties about the intercultural future of the newest
state of in the continent of Europe.

Comment [A1]: This information
doesn’t appear very relevant here. It
doesn’t logically lead up to the
subsequent sentences. I feel that this
would be more suited to the
Introduction section of your paper,
where you give a background of your
study. However, if this is meant to be
the Introduction, then we may have to
elaborate on the background a bit more
here and make sure that the
information provided at this point
gives the reader sufficient context for
the information shared later. You will
also have to shed some light on your
motivation for carrying out this study
and the methodology employed (Did
you carry out a literature review? Did
you interview people?).
Comment [A2]: Please check whether
this revision conveys your intended
meaning.
Comment [A3]: Among whom have
these doubts and uncertainties been
raised? Among the academic circles?
Among the political circles? This will
give some insight into which groups
are taking an interest in the politics of
the nation.
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